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10Abstract Difficulties with planning, such as negotiating task understandings and goals, can
11have a profound effect on regulation and task performance when students work collaboratively
12(Miller and Hadwin, Computers in Human Behaviour, 52, 573-588, 2015a). Despite planning
13being a common challenge, teams often fail to identify strategies for addressing those chal-
14lenges successfully. The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of team planning
15support in the form of awareness visualizations (quantified, nominal, and no visualization of
16individual planning perceptions summarized across group members) on the challenges students
17face during collaboration, and the ways they report regulating in the face of those challenges.
18Findings revealed differences across conditions. Individuals in the no visualization condition (a)
19rated planning as more problematic, and (b) were likely to encounter doing the task, checking
20progress, and group work challenges when they encounter planning challenges, (c) reported
21more time and planning main challenges compared to doing the task and group work chal-
22lenges, and (d) reported that planning strategies (adopted as a team) were most effective for
23addressing planning challenges, followed by teamwork strategies which were less effective. In
24contrast, individuals belonging to groups who received one of the two visualizations (a)
25reported that both planning and teamwork strategies to be equally effective for addressing
26planning challenges, and (b) reported higher levels of success with their strategies than groups
27without a visualization support. Findings attest to the importance of supporting group planning
28with planning visualizations.
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32Regulation has been increasingly recognized as important for successful collaboration
33(Hadwin et al. 2011; Hadwin et al. 2017). However, examples of groups lacking or neglecting
34to use critical regulatory skills and strategies are well documented in the literature (Strijbos
35et al. 2004). Difficulties with planning, such as negotiating task understandings and articulat-
36ing goals and standards for tasks, can have a profound effect on regulation and task perfor-
37mance regardless of whether students work individually or collaboratively (Miller and Hadwin
382015b). Despite reporting planning problems as a main challenge during collaboration,
39students often fail to identify productive strategies for ameliorating1 those challenges
40(McCardle et al. 2011). In other words, when students recognize planning problems, they
41don’t know what to do about them. Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) tools
42offer potential for remediating challenges in collaboration.
43In our research, we have systematically examined technological tools for guiding regulation
44during collaboration, particularly by supporting group planning. Specific to this study, we
45examined a support tool designed to promote better awareness of planning beliefs and
46processes amongst group members by providing visualizations of group members’ planning
47beliefs and perceptions. Planning support included (a) explicit guidance in the form of
48planning scripts to guide groups to discuss and negotiate shared beliefs and perceptions (i.e.,
49task perceptions) and goals for the upcoming collaborative task; and (b) implicit guidance in
50the form of visual display illustrating similarities and differences between group members in
51terms of task perceptions and goals for the collaborative task at hand (see Reimann and
52Bannert 2017; Miller and Hadwin 2015a). We posit that supporting group planning has
53potential to promote (a) proactive planning discussion resulting in the co-construction of
54shared task perceptions and plans for group work, and (b) adoption of appropriate strategies
55for ameliorating challenges as they arise during collaboration.

56Importance of regulating planning for successful learning and collaboration

57Self-regulating learners take control of their learning by (a) planning and setting goals, (b)
58choosing and using strategies, (c) monitoring progress in pursuit of goals, and (d) adapting to
59cope with challenges (Winne and Hadwin 1998; Zimmerman 1990). Although multiple models
60of regulation exist, this study draws on Winne and Hadwin’s model of self-regulation for three
61reasons. First, the Winne and Hadwin model teases apart two important components of
62planning: generating task perceptions and defining goals or plans for the task at hand. Second,
63this model emphasizes the importance of adapting and adjusting regulation during tasks as well
64as across tasks. This latter point is important because it recognizes the socio-historic nature of
65learning whereby current experiences are enriched by past knowledge of self, task, group, and
66context (Hadwin et al. 2017). From this perspective, challenges students encounter create
67opportunities for regulation to occur and generate information to guide successful regulation

1 We use the term ameliorate to imply that successful teamwork may not depend on challenges to be eliminated,
but rather on groups and group members to respond to challenges in ways that minimize the impact of challenges
by resolving them or making them more manageable/tolerable as they arise.
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68in future tasks. Third, the same model has been extended to explain how multiple forms of
69regulation arise in teamwork: individual regulation (SRL), shared or joint regulation (SSRL),
70and co-regulation (CoRL; Hadwin et al. 2017; Järvelä and Hadwin 2013).
71Planning plays a critical role in regulation of learning. Planning comprises two main phases
72of SRL: (a) interpreting task criteria, purpose, and context informed in part by one’s own
73experiences, past performance, strengths, and weaknesses (task perceptions) and (b) translating
74tasks into personalized goals and plans that direct efforts and approaches to the task (goal
75setting and planning). Task perceptions form the metacognitive knowledge about task require-
76ments and specifications. Metacognitive knowledge can be jointly constructed, such as when
77collaborative groups create a shared foundation of the task at hand and use that knowledge to
78(a) negotiate goals and plans for strategically approaching the task and (b) generate shared
79standards against which to monitor and evaluate their processes, progress, and products
80(Hadwin et al. 2017; Winne and Hadwin 1998, 2008). If planning knowledge resides in the
81mind of individuals and is never shared or negotiated amongst team members, there is a risk of
82exerting time and energy working at cross-purposes or in ways ill-suited to the task. As it turns
83out, this is a common difficulty reported by teams (e.g., Barron 2003; Fransen et al. 2011).
84Research indicates task perceptions influence subsequent regulation and achievement
85(Greene et al. 2012; Schellings and Broekkamp 2011). However, learners often struggle with
86task understanding and fail to prioritize negotiation of shared task perceptions during team-
87work (Hadwin et al. 2010; Luyten et al. 2001). For example, in a case study, Miller et al.
88(2013) found groups constructed incomplete perceptions of a group project and failed to
89discuss one another’s personal interpretations of that project. In addition, shared planning
90discussions and activities did not emerge until the project was already underway. Hadwin et al.
91(2010) similarly found task perceptions held by members of a group were often misaligned
92with each other as well as the instructor. Finally, Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) found
93groups working on a face-to-face mathematics task sometimes overlooked planning and
94jumped into task completion with little discussion or attention to task requirements. The
95authors concluded that low quality engagement in planning may have disrupted group progress
96by undermining engagement and interfering with monitoring.
97Findings to date also highlight the importance of planning for minimizing socioemotional
98challenges in collaboration. Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) found that a group
99experiencing sustained positive socioemotional interactions also engaged in higher quality
100planning, monitoring, and behavioral engagement than groups who experienced negative
101socioemotional reactions. Similarly, Bakhtiar et al. (2017) found differences in socioemotional
102climate between groups receiving loose planning guidance (general open-ended planning
103questions) and groups receiving detailed planning guidance (pre-stocked planning choices).
104Group members who received a high level of scripting for individual planning were better
105prepared for the collaboration overall and reported a positive socioemotional climate during
106group work. Findings point to the importance of regulatory processes for mitigating
107socioemotional challenges during collaboration.

108Supporting planning in collaborative contexts

109At least two types of technological support tools offer promise for remediating difficulties in
110planning: (a) scripting tools structure collaboration by specifying and sequencing activities to be
111enacted in complex collaborative learning situations (Fischer et al. 2013; Rummel et al. 2009) and
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112(b) group awareness tools use graphic summaries of group processes and activities to support group
113members to optimize collaboration (Järvelä et al. 2015). However, the potential of scripting and
114awareness tools for supporting regulatory processes such as shared task perceptions in socially
115shared regulation has been largely overlooked (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013; Miller and Hadwin
1162015a).
117Our research has systematically examined two ways of promoting regulation during
118computer supported collaboration: (a) planning scripts explicitly guide groups to negotiate
119shared task perceptions and goals, and (b) visualizations collate and display each individual’s
120task perceptions and goals to optimize joint awareness and stimulate negotiation where needed
121[names deleted to maintain integrity of the review process]. We posit that prioritizing planning
122as a target for supporting collaboration should prompt students (and groups) to adopt appro-
123priate strategies for ameliorating challenges as they arise during collaboration and reduce the
124frequency of planning-related challenges in particular.
125Past work comparing different levels of support in planning scripts has revealed important
126differences (Hadwin et al. 2015; Miller and Hadwin 2015b). For example, Miller and Hadwin
127(2015b) examined the effect of CSCL supports on group construction of shared task percep-
128tions for a collaborative task. Groups were assigned to one of four conditions differing in the
129kind of support provided for individual planning and group planning sessions. Planning
130support consisted of a series of key planning questions. In the high support condition, students
131responded to questions by selecting from pre-stocked planning items. Items either matched or
132did not match the assigned task description, criteria, and purpose. Pre-stocked planning items
133were designed to prompt planning discussion by giving explicit guidance about what to
134discuss. In the low support condition, the same planning questions were provided with an
135open-ended text field to document planning ideas. Open format questions were designed to
136prompt planning discussions but provide minimal explicit guidance about what to discuss.
137Findings indicated that, regardless of level of individual support, providing a high level of
138support for group planning resulted in (a) more accurate shared task perceptions, (b) building
139on individuals’ task perceptions, and (c) engaging in more transactive planning discussions.
140Using similar planning support tools, Hadwin et al. (2015) examined the effects of scripting
141support on challenges encountered during collaboration. When students were provided with a
142high level of support during individual planning they reported fewer task management and
143engagement challenges during collaboration. In comparison, groups with low scripting support
144reported higher levels of task management and communication challenges. However, providing
145low levels of scripting during both individual and group planning (under scripting), and providing
146high levels of scripting during both individual and group planning (over scripting) resulted in
147higher mean frequencies of reported planning and task enactment challenges than providing high
148levels of scripting during either individual or group planning sessions alone. Findings suggest
149providing too much planning support in the form of scripting may be as deleterious as providing
150too little scripting support for planning. Therefore, the current study combined high levels of
151scripting for individual planning, such as those used by Hadwin et al. (2015), with visual
152summaries of individual planning that could be leveraged by groups to stimulate joint planning.
153Visualizations are a second form of planning support. They consist of presenting students with
154visual summaries illustrating similarities and differences between group members in terms of
155knowledge, understandings, task progress, or task contributions. Visualizations are typically
156designed to stimulate awareness and discussion amongst group members about level of activity
157and contributions, pace, progress, or task completion (Buder and Bodemer 2008; Leinonen et al.
1582005). For example, environments such as Github Q1(2008) leverage visualizations to facilitate
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159distributed software development and project management. To date, these types of visualizations
160have been under-examined in terms of their potential to give feedback to groups about planning
161perceptions and progress. However, we posit these types of visualizations may have potential to
162(a) stimulate metacognitive awareness of similarities and differences in planning perceptions and
163goals amongst group members, and thereby (b) stimulate more active and dynamic shared
164planning discussions with the ultimate goal of improving collaboration.
165The present study augmented high individual planning supports (questions and pre-stocked
166planning ideas) such as those examined by Hadwin et al. (2015) with team visualizations
167displaying alignment and misalignment in planning beliefs and perceptions amongst group
168members. The goal was to stimulate shared planning discussion and processes prior to
169collaboration by confronting groups with graphical information about each other’s planning
170perspectives. In a pilot study, Miller and Hadwin (2013) presented teams with a quantified
171visualization of individual planning ideas and responses. The image displayed each key
172planning idea and the number of students identifying each item as important for their
173collaboration task. In depth analysis of chat records revealed the quantified visualization
174constrained planning discussion altogether. Rather than leveraging information in the visual-
175ization to discuss and negotiate discrepancies in planning beliefs, groups selected the most
176frequently chosen planning ideas with little or no discussion at all. They did this even when the
177most popular item was a little off track and someone in the group had previously correctly
178identified target items on their own. Furthermore, planning discussion was constrained to
179exchanges such as the following, where students did not discuss or even name the planning
180idea, but just listed the letter indicating its sequence in a list of items:

181182Sarah: In the group summary [visualization] ...all of us chose A
183184Haden: ?
185186Sarah: That’s all of our responses to the [individual] solo planning we did
187188Sam: ohhhh
189190Sarah: I think it is A, H, I, J because we answered those with the most %
191192Sam: ok, just put that as our answer [plan] Haden
193

194Building on past research about scripting and visualizing planning, the current
195study incorporated high individual planning support consisting of planning prompts
196in the form of questions and pre-stocked items that either matched or did not match
197task requirements and purpose (see Hadwin et al. 2015). To guide planning discus-
198sions, open-ended planning prompts were provided at the group level, and planning
199support was augmented by one of three types of visualizations: (a) graphical summa-
200ries of collective responses with frequencies included (quantified visualization), (b)
201graphical summaries of collective responses without frequencies (nominal visualiza-
202tion), and (c) no visualization at all. The goal was to test the efficacy of combining
203scripted solo planning with non-quantified visualization to stimulate more active and
204productive planning discussion amongst team members.
205Given that scripting and visualization were designed to prompt pro-active shared planning
206prior to the collaboration task, this study aimed to compare the three planning support
207conditions in terms of the kinds of challenges students reported experiencing and the strategies
208they tried for ameliorating those challenges during collaboration. Theoretically, better planning
209should lead to (a) encountering fewer planning-related challenges during teamwork, and (b)
210resolving planning challenges more easily when they are encountered because groups are
211better poised to anticipate and respond to them.
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212Challenges as opportunities to regulate learning

213Self-regulated learning is about being strategic and adaptive (Butler and Winne 1995;
214Hadwin and Winne 2012). Self-regulating learners engage in four critical processes
215while working on academic tasks. First, they draw on past experiences and current
216situational conditions to assess what is needed (task perceptions). Second, they are
217active agents directing their engagement by adopting goals, identifying, and
218implementing methods and approaches they deem to be well-suited to attaining those
219goals given the situation and their personal attributes (goal setting and planning).
220Third, they regularly monitor and evaluate their progress with respect to goals
221(metacognitive monitoring). Fourth, they respond strategically to discrepancies be-
222tween goals/standards and progress/performance by persisting, trying something new,
223or adjusting their own goals, expectations, or perceptions. In many ways, actions
224taken when discrepancies between goals/standards and progress/performance are de-
225tected characterizes self-regulation-in-action (adaptation and metacognitive control).
226Theoretically, regulation engages learners and teams in a series of contingent events
227that drive strategic adaptation. When learners detect misalignment between goals and
228progress, they are faced with one of a limited set of options including (a) persist with
229whatever they were doing and hope it will work better in the future, (b) try a new
230strategy or approach, (c) adjust or fine tune the strategy, (d) update or change
231planning in the form of task understanding or goals, or (e) reduce effort or withdraw
232from the task altogether. Taking action in response to detected problems invites a new
233round of monitoring and evaluating which may in turn lead to continued refinement in
234approaches. This cyclical process is the essence of strategic and adaptive regulation.
235From this perspective, encountering new challenges, situations, or failures during collabo-
236ration invites regulation as a means for optimizing progress toward personal and/or collective
237goals and standards. We argue the mark of self-regulation is not what people do when things
238are proceeding well, but instead the way they respond to ameliorate problems. In other words,
239regulation is strategically enacted when self, task, domain or social conditions demand it. For
240example, learners engage in positive social interactions by promoting engagement and ac-
241knowledging contributions when a situation increases frustration and apprehension amongst
242the group. Learners overtly encourage one another when cognitive engagement wanes or
243negative emotions rear up. Timely, rather than persistent, self-monitoring and action positions
244learners to toggle regulation on and off as needed.
245Research to date points to at least five broad types of challenges experienced by
246groups across a variety of settings (see also Koivuniemi et al. 2017). (1) Motivational
247challenges tend to center around differing personal priorities such as competing goals,
248or differing participation levels. Typically, these challenges result in declines in effort,
249engagement or participation (Blumenfeld et al. 1996; Järvelä et al. 2010; Mulryan
2501992; Walker 2001). (2) Socioemotional challenges refer to challenges in creating and
251maintaining a positive climate such as relational problems associated with achieving
252psychological safety, communicating effectively, and navigating power relationships
253(Barron 2003; Chiu and Khoo 2003; De Dreu and Weingart 2003; Näykki et al. 2014;
254Van den Bossche et al. 2006). (3) Cognitive challenges refer to difficulties in
255achieving shared understanding of the task and domain, or in choosing effective
256solution paths and strategies (Barron 2003; Fransen et al. 2011; Kirschner et al.
2572008; Summers and Volet 2010; Van den Bossche et al. 2006; Van Ginkel and Van
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258Knippenberg 2008). (4) Metacognitive challenges relate to difficulties monitoring,
259evaluating and reflecting on group processes, products and progress (Fransen et al.
2602011; Janssen et al. 2012). (5) Environmental challenges relate to external conditions
261surrounding collaborative work such as technology, task complexity, task duration,
262resources, and group composition (Edmondson and Roloff 2009; Gunawardena et al.
2632001; Hommes et al. 2013; Romano and Brna 2001; Zarnoth and Sniezek 1997). We
264posit the occurrence of these challenges demands varying modes of regulatory action
265and warrants future investigation.
266Identifying challenges teams encounter during collaboration has potential to inform re-
267search about regulation in three main ways. First, knowing what challenges stimulated specific
268tactical responses shifts the focus to strategies that have intent or purpose, and away from
269behaviors or actions that may merely represent habits or routines. Second, identifying seg-
270ments of time when challenges began and are either resolved or discarded, creates opportu-
271nities to examine an array of behavioral, cognitive, emotional and motivational responses that
272occur in response to challenges. Finally, when challenges are matched with specific strategies
273that resolve or remediate those challenges, it is possible to distinguish between effective and
274ineffective strategies. However, there is a paucity of research examining (a) the ways regula-
275tory processes of planning, enacting the task, and checking progress impact challenges, or (b)
276how individuals and teams regulate in the face of those challenges.

277Purpose and research questions

278The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of three different types of planning
279support on (a) challenges students report during collaboration, and (b) strategic choices they
280make to ameliorate those challenges. Planning support consisted of scripting individual
281planning with a series of questions and pre-stocked planning items (high scripting) combined
282with one of three different forms of visualizations to guide collaborative planning for the task
283(quantified, nominal, and no visualization of task perceptions of each group member). Our
284guiding hypotheses were as follows:

2851. We hypothesized having access to visualizations of other team member’s planning ideas
286during group planning would stimulate better group planning evidenced by the ameliora-
287tion of common challenges encountered during collaboration.
2882. We hypothesized planning challenges would be more frequently identified when no
289visualization support for planning was provided because groups were not explicitly
290confronted with discrepancies in planning beliefs and perceptions amongst group mem-
291bers. In contrast, awareness of differences stimulated by the quantified and nominal
292visualizations has potential to stimulate more active joint planning processes aimed at
293resolving those differences. More active planning early in collaboration has potential to
294ameliorate significant planning challenges later on.
2953. Although we hypothesized planning challenges would be more dominant when no
296visualization support was provided during planning, the paucity of research about strat-
297egies used in collaborative work constrained the specificity of hypotheses further.
2984. Finally, we conducted a series of exploratory analyses to uncover patterns of regulation
299with a broad hypothesis that providing planning visualization support would disrupt
300regulatory responses (challenge-strategy patterns) to planning challenges.
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301Method

302Participants

303Participants were 180 undergraduate students (106 females and 74 males) with an
304average age of 19.22 (SD = 2.08). Of the 102 students who reported their current year
305of post-secondary education, 62.38% were first-year students. Students were enrolled
306in an undergraduate elective course on learning strategies for university success. This
307educational psychology course teaches the theory, research and practice of strategic
308learning, motivation, and behaviour with a self-regulated learning lens. Data were
309gathered across two applied computer-supported collaborative assignments completed
310in Weeks 7 and 12. Lab instructors assigned students to groups of 3 (10 groups), 4
311(28 groups) or 5 (8 groups). The 46 groups were heterogeneous based on past quiz
312performance, language proficiency, and gender.

313Collaborative assignments

314Each collaborative assignment consisted of three stages: (a) planning, in which learners
315planned and prepared for the collaborative task both individually and in groups, (b) doing
316the collaborative task, in which learners had 90 min to complete an online collaborative task
317via synchronous chat, and (c) reflecting, in which learners were guided to self-assess and
318reflect on their performance and processes during teamwork (see Fig. 1).

319Planning phase During planning, students were prompted to prepare for the upcoming
320collaboration individually and then together (think, share, and co-construct). One week prior
321to shared planning, students completed the solo planning tool (~10 min). The following week,
322groups were given 20 min to complete shared planning together using (a) a text based chat tool
323to discuss answers to guided planning questions, and (b) a collaborative wiki to record answers.
324The wiki was editable by one person at a time but viewable by all students after refreshing the
325browser. Planning was an ungraded requirement for the course. Both solo and collaborative
326planning were required to be complete prior to proceeding to the collaborative task.
327Both solo and collaborative planning were supported by planning scripts. During solo
328planning, individuals received a highly-structured planning script. The planning script provid-
329ed a pre-stocked selection of answers and required individuals to choose items that best
330captured their perceptions of task requirements, as well as the challenges they anticipated
331facing in the task. During shared planning, groups received a loosely structured planning script
332prompting them to discuss and construct answers to seven open-ended planning questions.

Fig. 1 Summary of the research procedure and data collection. Data in this study include students’ reflections
after the collaborative task has ended
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333Planning questions prompted groups to draw on past experiences collaborating with groups to
334proactively plan for the upcoming collaborative task.

335Collaborative task phase The collaborative task required groups to analyze a fictitious
336scenario about a student studying. Scenarios were complex and challenging by design,
337incorporating weekly course concepts covered in the course (task understanding, strategic
338goal setting, information processing, memory and deep processing, regulating time and
339procrastination, and regulating motivation). Students collaborated online using a text-based
340chat tool and a wiki space to discuss and construct answers to a series of analysis questions.
341The wiki was editable by one person at a time, and viewable by all group members using web-
342browser refreshes. The finished analysis responses recorded in the shared wiki space were
343graded for accuracy, use of course concepts, and alignment with the scenario content.

344Collaborative task 1 The 868-word scenario detailed the experience of a student preparing
345for, writing, and submitting a major essay for an undergraduate history course. The scenario was
346written to include a breadth of inter-related issues related to academic success concepts taught in
347the first 6 weeks of the course. In Part A of the collaborative task, students were given a list of 18
348course concepts and asked to: (a) provide an example or quote from the scenario demonstrating
349the concept, and (b) explain and justify if it was a strength or weakness for the student in the
350scenario. Part B consisted of two open-ended questions: (a) Identify the source problem for the
351student in the scenario, and (b) Explain and justify why this was themain problem for this student.

352Reflecting phase After collaborating, students completed an individual online written reflec-
353tion about the collaborative process (Solo Reflection Tool). Reflection was guided by 17
354questions. Individual reflections were graded (5 marks) with full marks granted if (a) all
355questions were attempted, (b) reflections of what happened (good and/or bad) were genuine
356and consistent with what the instructor and other group members observed during collabora-
357tion, and (c) there was an attempt to proactively plan forward to make future collaboration
358better. In other words, students gained marks for engaging in the reflective process, rather than
359providing predetermined responses.

360Visualization comparison conditions Groups were randomly assigned by lab section to
361one of three visualization conditions (see Fig. 4). Visualizations were intended to inform group
362planning by visually summarizing or compiling individual planning information gathered from
363each member of the group during their solo planning sessions: (a) the quantified visualization
364depicted the range and frequency of task perceptions and goals/standards identified by
365individual group members (Fig. 2a), (b) the nominal visualization provided information about
366the range (but not frequency) of task perceptions and goals/standards identified by individual
367group members (Fig. 2b), and (c) the no visualization group received no information about
368individual task perceptions or goals/standards (see Miller and Hadwin 2015b).
369Figure 2 shows sample visualizations for two different groups in different visualization
370conditions. The quantified visualization depicted in Fig. 2a indicates 4 members of this group
371believe the collaborative task requires them to “Create a problem case scenario.” In compar-
372ison, only one member of the group believes the task requires them to “Describe what the
373student did.” The nominal visualization depicted in Fig. 2b indicates at least one member of
374this group believes the task requires them to “Describe what the student did,” but no one in the
375group believes the task requires them to “Create a problem case scenario.”
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377Variables

378The focus of this study was on data collected during the reflecting phase outlined
379earlier. Specifically, this study compared the challenges students reported after com-
380pleting the collaborative task and the ways they reported responding to those chal-
381lenges (i.e., strategies taken) across planning visualization conditions.

382Categories of challenges A list of 22 specific challenges was informed by (a) challenges
383reported in a published measure of socioemotional challenges (AIRE; Järvenoja and
384Järvelä 2009; Järvenoja et al. 2013), and (b) challenges identified in two earlier pilot
385studies done at our lab in which students were invited to provide a text-based
386description of a challenge. Challenges were grouped into four categories (see Table 1):
387(a) planning challenges included difficulties associated with task understanding, goal
388setting, or task planning (Phase 1 & 2 of Winne and Hadwin’s model of SRL); (b)
389doing the task challenges included difficulties related to cognitive and behavioural
390actions, states, or knowledge contributing to task processes and products; (c) checking
391progress challenges included difficulties monitoring and evaluating progress or prod-
392ucts against standards, or adapting based on evaluations generated from monitoring;
393and (d) groupwork challenges encompassed socioemotional interaction and communi-
394cation challenges typically referred to in the teamwork and team process literature
395(e.g., Kempler and Linnenbrink 2006; Kreijns et al. 2003; Van den Bossche et al.
3962006).

397Strategy categories Sixteen specific strategies for addressing challenges in collaborative
398work were informed by (a) strategies listed in a questionnaire designed for examining groups’
399emotion regulation (AIRE; Järvenoja and Järvelä 2009), and (b) two previous pilot studies
400conducted at our lab. The first two authors organized individual strategy items according to
401Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) four-phase model of SRL, yielding strategies targeting planning,
402doing, and progress checking. Two additional categories were added (a) strategies aimed to
403regulate general teamwork issues related to socioemotional interactions and communications,
404and (b) a “no strategy” option for when nothing was done to regulate the experienced
405challenge (see Table 2). On the rare occasion that “other” was chosen, strategies described
406in the open text field were coded by two independent researchers and classified into one of the
407five strategy categories. When the description of a strategy was unclear or no strategy was
408actually described in the open-ended response, it was coded as “uncodable.” 409

Fig. 2 a Quantified visualization of individual group member’s task perceptions of explicit task features. b
Nominal visualization of individual group member’s task perceptions of explicit task features
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t1:1 Table 1 Main challenge categories and specific challenges

t1:2 Challenge Categories Challenge Statements

t1:3 Planning Constructing or aligning accurate perceptions of the task,
identifying goals and priorities, planning strategies
or approaches

t1:4 Different goals/standards for our work
Different ideas about how to organize our time
Different ideas about how to start
Different ideas about how to work together
Different understandings of what we need to do

t1:5 Doing the task Actions, states, or knowledge contributing to task processes
& products

t1:6 Different levels of commitment to the task
Different strategies or approaches
Different understandings of the course material
Different working styles
Trouble staying on task
Trouble using the technology
Trouble understanding each other
Running out of time

t1:7 Checking progress Checking process or progress against goals/standards and
making adjustments as necessary

t1:8 Different ideas about how to check progress
Different ideas about what to do when we run into problems
Different ideas about when to check progress

t1:9 Groupwork Socioemotional interaction and communication
t1:10 Unmotivated group member(s)

Unequal participation or distribution of work
Unsupportive group climate (e.g., uncomfortable,

unfriendly, lack of trust)
Different styles of interacting (e.g., quiet, bossy, confrontational)
Different communicating due to language barriers

t2:1 Table 2 Main strategy categories and specific strategies

t2:2 Strategy Categories List of Strategies

t2:3 Planning Made sure we understood what we are supposed
to do and why

Set specific goals about what we wanted to learn
Developed a good plan of attack

t2:4 Doing Used our individual expertise and knowledge
Got motivated
Made use of good strategies to get the task done
Maintained focus on the task
Managed the environment
Asked for help

t2:5 Checking Monitored our task progress as we went
Made changes to our approach when we recognized

things weren’t going well
t2:6 Groupwork Developed a positive group climate

Used good communication skills (e.g. listening to
each other, contributing ideas)

Developed confidence and assertiveness
Assigned specific roles to group members

t2:7 No strategy Did nothing, just moved on
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410Measures

411Group task performance The collaborative assignment grade served as a measure of group
412task performance. Assignment products were scored using a rubric created by the course
413instructor. A product score was calculated using the proportion of correct target concepts
414included in the group product. To establish reliability, a second rater independently scored a
415random sample (20%) of assignment products. The interrater reliability index was α = .97.

416Types and severity of challenges In the reflection phase, individuals reported the degree to
417which each of four types of challenges (planning, doing the task, checking progress, and
418groupwork) posed problems for their group on a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 (not a problem) to
4195 (a very big problem). Each of the four types of challenges was augmented with a list of
420specific examples. For instance, the examples provided for planning challenges included
421having different ideas about how to work together and having different goals and priorities.

422Main challenge and strategy A narrative constructor prompted students to construct a
423reflective statement about one salient challenge encountered by their group. Reflective statements
424were completed by selecting one option from a dropdown list to populate a sentence about (a) the
425biggest tension or difficulty (selected from the list of 22 challenges in Table 1), (b) the degree to
426which the tension/difficulty affected their group work from 1 (did not affect) to 5 (very strongly
427affected), (c) the strategy used to overcome the tension/difficulty (selected from the list of 16
428strategies in Table 2), (d) who took responsibility to execute the strategy (self, others, or the team),
429and (e) the degree of success in implementing the chosen strategy to overcome the tension/
430difficulty on a five point scale ranging from 1 (not at all successful) to 5 (very successful).
431Figure 3 shows an example of a narrative statement produced using the narrative constructor. This
432fictitious student identified different goals/standards of work as the main tension experienced by
433the group, and felt that the tension did affect their work. In response, this student reported the
434group made sure they understood what they were supposed to do and why and this somewhat
435successful strategy was something others in the group helped the student to do.

436Future strategy A second narrative constructor prompted students to construct a plan about
437how to address this type of challenge should it occur again in the future. Students selected from
438items in dropdown lists to report (a) a future strategy (from the list of 16 strategies in Table 2)

Fig. 3 Example narrative constructor used to report about the main challenge encountered during collaboration
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439and (b) who should take responsibility to execute that strategy in future collaborative tasks (I
440should do individually, I should help others do, others should help me do, we should do as a
441group). Figure 4 provides an example. This fictitious student recognized that the group as a
442whole should better prepare for the activity next time.
443

444Findings

445Descriptive information and preliminary analyses

446Table 3 summarizes relevant descriptive information about the three visualization conditions.
447The three conditions were similar in terms of number of groups, number of students, and
448overall collaborative task performance. With the homogeneity of variance assumption met,
449differences between visualization conditions on collaborative task performance did not reach
450significance, F(2,43) = 0.56, p = .57. Having a visualization support did not influence groups’
451success with the domain knowledge assessed in the collaborative task.

452Should data be treated at the individual level or as nested data? Challenge data were
453collected at the individual level. However, individual observations were not independent
454because individuals were nested within small groups. As a result, any significant findings
455about individual differences analyzed using a single-level analysis may be inaccurate as Type-
4561 error may have been inflated. To test whether self-reported challenges were dependent on
457group membership, a series of intercept-only models were performed to estimate the propor-
458tion of between-group variance to total variance (i.e., the intraclass correlation coefficient-ICC)
459in each challenge rating Q2(Raudenbush & Byrk, 2002). The ICC for planning was r = .07, for
460doing the task was r = 0.08, for checking progress was r = 0.03, and for groupwork was r =
4610.22. Variations at the group level for planning, checking, and doing the task challenges were
462not significant, indicating that analyzing the data at two different levels (i.e., individual and
463group) was not necessary. For groupwork challenges, individual responses were more group-
464dependent (p < .001); however, the design effect–estimation of the correction needed for the
465standard error given the study’s sampling design (1.88) fell below the recommended criterion
466(2.0) for a multilevel analysis (Muthén and Muthén 2010). Furthermore, our sample size (46
467groups with fewer than 5 cases per group) lacked sufficient power for multilevel analyses (Hox
468et al. 2010). Although single-level analysis was most appropriate in this case, we imposed a
469robust standard error (where applicable) to account for potentially inflating Type 1 error.

Fig. 4 Items assessing students’ plan for adaptation in future collaboration
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470

471Comparison of visualization conditions on severity of challenges

472To examine differences in the degree or severity of challenges reported between visualization
473conditions, a series of one-way ANOVAs across the three visualization conditions were
474conducted. Scores approaching 5 indicate high severity of challenge, meaning very strong
475effect on group work. Low scores indicate low severity of challenge, mean minimal effect on
476group work. The alpha levels for these analyses were corrected using the Holm-Bonferroni
477correction (Holm 1979).
478We hypothesized having access to visualizations of other team member’s planning ideas
479during group planning would stimulate better group planning evidenced by the amelioration of
480common challenges encountered during collaboration. A priori contrast (visualization vs.
481none) was used to test this hypothesis. Findings indicated that students in the no visualization
482condition rated planning as more problematic for their groups than students in the quantified
483and nominal visualization conditions, t(177) = 2.206, p = .029, Cohen’s d = .21. However, there
484were no statistically detectable differences across visualization conditions for doing the task
485(F(2,177) = .566, p = .57), checking progress (F(2,177) = .805, p = .45), or groupwork chal-
486lenges (F(2,177) = 1.22, p = .29), and the contrast in those challenge types did not reach
487significance (see Table 4). Overall, the severity of planning challenges during the collaborative
488task was reduced for groups who received planning support in the form of visual summaries of
489group member’s planning ideas.
490Theoretically, successful planning sets the stage for successful collaboration. Therefore, we
491hypothesized higher reports of planning challenge severity would be correlated with increased
492severity of other challenges during collaboration. To test this hypothesis, cross-correlation
493statistics among challenge categories were conducted for each visualization condition (see
494Table 5). Findings indicated reports of severity of challenges (planning, doing, checking, and
495groupwork) were correlated for the no visualization condition only. In other words, when
496planning became a problem for the no visualization group, doing the task, checking progress,
497and groupwork also became challenging.

t3:1 Table 3 Descriptive information across visualization conditions

t3:2 Quantified Nominal No Visualization

t3:3 Number of groups 14 16 16
t3:4 Number of students 53 67 60
t3:5 Mean task performance (SD) 5.69 (1.22) 6.03 (1.15) 5.64 (1.06)

t4:1 Table 4 Comparison of mean ratings of challenge severity by visualization condition

t4:2 Quantified Nominal None All Conditions Visualization vs. None
t(177)

t4:3 Planning 1.71 (.76) 1.96 (.89) 2.17 (1.1) 1.96 (.95) 2.21, p = .03
t4:4 Doing 2.23 (1.01) 2.31 (1.14) 2.45 (1.21) 2.33 (1.13) −1.07, p = .32
t4:5 Checking 2.04 (.98) 1.81 (.97) 1.92 (1.03) 1.92 (.99) .03, p = .97
t4:6 Groupwork 1.81 (.94) 2.10 (1.29) 1.85 (1.11) 1.93 (1.14) .60, p = .55

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations for the respective means. High scores indicate high levels of
challenge
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499We hypothesized planning challenges would be more frequently identified when no visualiza-
500tion support for planning was provided because groups were not explicitly confronted with
501discrepancies in planning beliefs and perceptions amongst group members. In contrast, aware-
502ness of differences stimulated by the quantified and nominal visualizations has potential to
503stimulate more active joint planning processes aimed at resolving those differences. More active
504planning early in collaboration has potential to ameliorate significant planning challenges later.
505To examine differences in the main challenge reported within and across visualization
506conditions, a series of chi-square goodness of fit tests were performed. Given that time pressure
507was a specific design feature for this collaborative task, “Running out of time”was treated as its
508own challenge category for the remaining analyses. Table 6 shows the frequency and percent-
509age of students identifying each challenge by visualization condition. The checking progress
510category was removed due to low frequencies. Although no between-condition differences
511were found across visualization conditions, within-condition differences were found. Students
512in the no visualization condition reported more planning (28.3%) and time (35%) challenges
513compared to doing the task (18.3%) and groupwork (11.7%) challenges, x2(3) = 8.29, p = .04,
514Cramer’s V = .22. Students in the quantified visualization condition most frequently identified
515time as the main challenge encountered, x2(3) = 20.63, p < .001. Finally, no differences were
516found in the frequency of reporting planning, doing, time, checking progress or group work
517challenges for students in the nominal visualization condition, x2(3) = 1.62, p = .66.
518To examine differences in reports of the impact of main challenges (from did not affect to
519very strongly affected) across visualization conditions and whether those differences were
520dependent on the type of main challenge identified, a 4 × 3 (Challenge Categories x Visual-
521ization Conditions) ANOVA was performed. The homogeneity of variance assumption was
522met, and estimated means were computed to account for the unequal number of participants
523between cells. Findings indicated that the main challenge reported by students had a weak to
524moderate impact on group work, M= 2.7, SD = .94, and did not differ across types of
525challenges, F(3, 168) = .45, p = .72, or visualization conditions, F(2, 168) = .94, p = .39.

526Comparison of visualization conditions on strategy used to address main challenge

527Although we hypothesized planning challenges would be more dominant when no visualiza-
528tion support was provided during planning, the paucity of research about strategies used in
529collaborative work constrained the specificity of hypotheses we could make. Several years
530ago, a pilot study conducted with engineering and environmental studies teams engaged in a
531group project indicated that students may have a limited repertoire of strategies to draw upon

t5:1 Table 5 Cross-correlations between challenge types for each visualization condition

t5:2 Quantified Nominal No Visualization

t5:3 Planning x Doing .13 .42** .44**
t5:4 Planning x Checking .06 .20 .60**
t5:5 Planning x Groupwork .22 .35** .32**
t5:6 Doing x Checking .30* .14 .48**
t5:7 Doing x Groupwork .33* .43** .41**
t5:8 Checking x Groupwork .26 .02 .36**

** p < .001; * p < .05
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532when they encounter challenges, particularly planning challenges (McCardle et al. 2011). To
533explore this issue further, we compared the frequency of reported strategies for addressing
534challenges to see if there were differences between groups who received different types of
535planning visualization support.
536To examine differences in the main strategy reported within and across visualization
537conditions, a series of chi-square goodness of fit tests were performed. As their main strategy,
538students in the quantified visualization condition chose planning (21%), doing (12%),
539checking (27%), and groupwork (33%) strategies equally frequently, x2(3) = 5.5, p = .14.
540Similarly, students in the nominal visualization chose planning (23%), doing (23%), checking
541(17%), and groupwork (29%) as their main strategy, x2(3) = 2.13, p = .54. Despite the no
542visualization condition showing a trend to choose planning (15%) and checking (14%) less
543frequently than doing (27%) and groupwork (34%) strategies, the difference across strategy
544types was not significant, x2(3) = 7.45, p = .06.

545Comparison of visualization conditions on strategy effectiveness

546Differences in reported strategy effectiveness were also compared across the three visualization
547conditions. To examine whether strategies were more effective for particular main challenges

t6:1 Table 6 Percent (and n) of students reporting each main challenge across each visualization condition

t6:2 %age and N of students identifying that challenge Quantified Nominal None Overall

t6:3 Planning Challenges % (n) 15%
(8)

16%
(11)

28%
(17)

20%
(36)

t6:4 Different goals/standards for our work 0 2 1 3
t6:5 Different ideas about how to organize our time 3 1 7 11
t6:6 Different ideas about how to start 3 4 4 11
t6:7 Different ideas about how to work together 0 1 5 6
t6:8 Different understandings of what we need to do 2 3 0 5
t6:9 Doing the task Challenges % (n) 15%

(8)
25%
(17)

18%
(11)

20%
(36)

t6:10 Different levels of commitment to the task 0 3 1 4
t6:11 Different strategies or approaches 2 2 1 5
t6:12 Different understandings of the course material 1 4 0 5
t6:13 Different working styles 1 3 1 5
t6:14 Trouble staying on task 0 0 1 1
t6:15 Trouble using the technology 1 4 2 7
t6:16 Trouble understanding each other 3 1 5 9
t6:17 Time Challenges % (n) 49%

(26)
24%
(16)

35%
(21)

35%
(63)

t6:18 Checking progress Challenges % (n) 7%
(4)

9%
(6)

7%
(4)

8%
(14)

t6:19 Different ideas about how to check progress 0 3 1 4
t6:20 Different ideas about what to do when we run into problems 3 1 0 4
t6:21 Different ideas about when to check progress 1 2 3 6
t6:22 Groupwork Challenges % (n) 13%

(7)
25%
(17)

12%
(7)

17%
(31)

t6:23 Unmotivated group member(s) 0 5 1 6
t6:24 Unequal participation or distribution of work 3 4 2 9
t6:25 Unsupportive group climate (e.g., uncomfortable, unfriendly, lack of

trust)
0 0 0 0

t6:26 Different styles of interacting (e.g., quiet, bossy, confrontational) 0 2 0 2
t6:27 Different communicating due to language barriers 4 6 4 14
t6:28 TOTAL (N) of reported challenges (53) (67) (60) (180)
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548and strategy types under specific visualization conditions, a 4 × 4 × 3 (Challenge Types x
549Strategy Types x Visualization Conditions) factorial ANOVA was performed. To account for
550unequal participants between cells, weighted means and standard errors were used. Tables 7
551and 8 shows Q3the means and standard errors for each visualization condition by challenge and
552strategy type.
553Overall, strategy effectiveness ratings differed across visualization conditions, F(2,119) =
5542.83, p = .02, partial R2 = .06. Post hoc comparisons indicated that students in the no visual-
555ization condition reported less success with strategies when compared to the quantified
556condition (Mean difference = −.49, p = .03), but reported similar success with strategies when
557compared to the nominal condition (Mean difference = −.43, p = .05). Providing quantified
558representations of individual planning ideas to support collaborative planning led to greater
559perceived success using strategies to address challenges arising during collaboration. Further-
560more, strategy effectiveness was not dependent on the types of main challenge students
561encountered, F(3,119) = 2.64, p = .05, nor was it dependent on the types of strategy they chose
562to enact, F(3,119) = .66, p = .55.

563Comparison of visualization conditions on regulatory patterns

564To understand students’ strategic approaches to regulating their main challenge, we examined
565students’ decision paths along four main branches: (a) the main challenge identified, (b) the
566strategy used to address that challenge, (c) the person(s) responsible for enacting the strategy,
567and (d) the degree of effectiveness in enacting the strategy. Conditional probabilities of self-

t7:1 Table 7 Percent (and n) of students reporting each strategy across each visualization condition

t7:2 Strategy chosen Quantified Nominal None

t7:3 Planning 21% (11) 23%
(15)

15% (9)

t7:4 Made sure we understood what we are supposed to do and why 3 9 3
t7:5 Set specific goals about what we wanted to learn 1 2 1
t7:6 Developed a good plan of attack 7 4 5
t7:7 Doing 12% (6) 23%

(15)
27%

(16)
t7:8 Used our individual expertise and knowledge 3 5 2
t7:9 Got motivated 0 1 2
t7:10 Made use of good strategies to get the task done 0 1 3
t7:11 Maintained focus on the task 3 6 6
t7:12 Managed the environment 0 0 0
t7:13 Asked for help 0 2 3
t7:14 Check Progress 27% (14) 17% (11) 14% (8)
t7:15 Monitored our task progress as we went 5 5 5
t7:16 Made changes to our approach when we recognized things weren’t going

well
9 6 3

t7:17 Groupwork 33% (17) 29%
(19)

34%
(20)

t7:18 Developed a positive group climate 3 3 1
t7:19 Used good communication skills 9 10 16
t7:20 Developed confidence and assertiveness 0 0 0
t7:21 Assigned specific roles to group members 5 6 3
t7:22 No Strategy 8% (4) 8% (5) 10% (6)
t7:23 Did nothing, just moved on 4 5 6
t7:24 TOTAL 52 65 59
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568reported event sequences and the mean effectiveness rating for specific decision pathways
569were computed using Python scripts developed in our lab. Next, these decision steps were
570graphically represented as maps to identify dominant patterns across visualization conditions.
571To make maps readable and interpretable, branches were pruned by removing low probability
572events. In cases where more than one decision event had similar probability to another, both
573decisions paths were mapped. Given that planning was the focus for the visualization support
574conditions in this study, planning decision trees were compared between all three support
575conditions (Fig. 5) to test our hypothesis that providing planning visualization support would
576disrupt patterns of responses to planning challenges. In line with graph theory, we refer to the
577arrows as edges and the boxes as nodes. Edge weights (i.e., thickness of the arrows)
578correspond directly to the probability of transitioning to the connected node; the higher the
579probability the, the higher is the edge weight.
580An example of a decision pathway can be seen Fig. 5. In the quantified condition, 15% of
581students identified a planning challenge; 50% of those students reported using a planning
582strategy to remedy the planning challenge, with all of them (100%) reporting this strategy was
583enacted by the team. The mean effectiveness rating provided by students who took these steps
584was 4.5, about a half standard deviation higher than the overall mean effectiveness rating of the
585sample.

586Comparison of visualization conditions for regulating planning challenges The first
587set of decision trees were limited to regulation of planning challenges across Visualization
588conditions (Fig. 5). Overall, the probability of identifying a planning challenge was higher for
589students who received no visualizations to support team planning (28%) than students who
590received nominal (17%) or quantified (15%) visualizations. All conditions reported similar
591patterns responding to planning challenges by adopting planning or team strategies. However,
592for students receiving planning support without visualization (no visualization condition),

t8:1 Table 8 Estimated mean strategy effectiveness and standard errors by challenge category for all visualization
conditions

t8:2 Quantified Nominal None Overall

t8:3 Main challenge Strategy Type
t8:4 Planning Planning 4.50 (.49) 4.25 (.43) 3.86 (.40) 4.13 (.26)
t8:5 Doing 3.00 (.99) 5.00 (.86) 4.00 (.76) 4.00 (.51)
t8:6 Checking – 5.00 (.61) 5.00 (1.07) 5.00 (.59)
t8:7 Groupwork 4.67 (.57) 4.00 (.49) 3.67 (.44) 4.00 (.30)
t8:8 Doing Planning 4.50 (.41) 5.00 (.39) 4.50 (.76) 4.69 (.30)
t8:9 Doing 4.25 (.49) 3.67 (.29) 3.10 (.34) 3.52 (.22)
t8:10 Checking 4.00 (.29) 4.43 (.33) 4.50 (.54) 4.22 (.23)
t8:11 Groupwork 4.00 (.31) 3.89 (..29) 4.25 (.31) 4.06 (.18)
t8:12 Checking Planning 5.00 (.99) 5.00 (.86) – 5.00 (.69)
t8:13 Doing – 5.00 (.86) 5.00 (1.07) 5.00 (.69)
t8:14 Checking 4.0 (.99) 4.00 (.86) 2.50 (.76) 3.25 (.52)
t8:15 Groupwork 5.0 (.99) 5.00 (.86) – 5.00 (.69)
t8:16 Groupwork Planning – 4.60 (.39) – 4.60 (.44)
t8:17 Doing 4.00 (.99) 3.25 (.43) 3.30 (.62) 3.38 (.41)
t8:18 Checking 4.00 (.99) 4.00 (.86) 1.00 (1.07) 3.00 (.56)
t8:19 Groupwork 4.33 (.57) 3.67 (.35) 2.50 (.76) 3.64 (.33)
t8:20 Overall 4.09 (.21) 4.06 (.16) 3.57 (.19) 3.91 (.08)

High means indicate high level of strategy effectiveness. Dashed cells indicate that the choice was not selected,
hence no success rating can be included
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593planning strategies were most effective (M = 5.0), compared to teamwork strategies, the other
594common strategy choice (M = 3.6). In contrast, students in both visualization conditions
595reported planning strategies and teamwork strategies as being almost equally effective for
596addressing their planning challenges. It is possible that planning strategies are most necessary
597when students have no explicit information about group members planning perceptions to
598guide shared planning. Of note, across all conditions, strategies for addressing planning
599challenges were something groups reported as shared or done by the group together, rather
600than being the responsibility of individuals within the group.

601Comparison of visualization conditions on regulating dominant (main)
602challenges The second set of decision trees examined regulation of all challenges across
603conditions (Fig. 6). Students in both the quantified visualization and the no visualization
604conditions followed similar dominant decision paths identifying time as a main challenge and
605checking progress as a strategy to address that challenge. The main difference between these
606two conditions was in the reported success of the checking progress strategy for addressing

Fig. 5 Decision pathways for regulating planning challenges across visualization conditions, from the proba-
bility of encountering the challenge to the probability of selecting a specific strategy to the probability of enacting
the strategy individually or socially, and the average effectiveness rating for the pathway
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607time challenges. Students in the no visualization condition reported relatively low levels of
608success with that strategy (M = 2.8), whereas students who had planning support in the form of
609a graphic summarizing the frequency of planning responses across group members (quantified
610visualization), reported being moderately successful (M = 3.9) using the checking progress
611strategy to address time-based challenges.
612Students in the nominal planning support condition demonstrated the most variability in
613their decision patterns. To begin with, probabilities for experiencing challenges with time,
614teamwork and doing the task, were almost equivalent (24–26% of the time) with planning
615challenges following closely behind (17% of the time). For students in this condition,

Fig. 6 Decision pathways for regulating dominant challenges across visualization conditions, from the proba-
bility of encountering the challenge to the probability of selecting a specific strategy to the probability of enacting
the strategy individually or socially, and the average
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616collectively adopting planning strategies was reported to be highly effective when confronted
617with challenges associated with teamwork or doing the task itself (M = 4.8 and M= 5.0
618respectively), whereas adopting teamwork strategies was much less effective (M = 3.5–4.4)
619regardless of whether the strategy was enacted individually, collectively or in support of others
620in the group. In contrast to the quantified and no visualization conditions, the nominal
621visualization condition reported a high level of success (M = 4.7) adopting checking progress
622together as a strategy for addressing challenges associated with time.
623

624Comparison of visualization conditions on future strategy

625Theories of self-regulation posit successful students draw on prior knowledge, experiences,
626and beliefs to adapt or make more strategic decisions in the future (Butler and Winne 1995;
627Winne and Hadwin 1998). Furthermore, this study attempted to disrupt patterns of challenges
628encountered during collaboration by providing different levels of support for planning prior to
629collaboration. Therefore, a follow up analysis was conducted to examine whether students
630identified planning as important for addressing a range of potential challenges in future
631collaboration. There were no detectable differences across visualization conditions (see Ta-
632ble 9). However, 57% of students identified planning as an important strategy for future
633collaboration with a slightly higher percentage of students identifying planning in the quan-
634tified and nominal conditions (62 and 59% respectively) than the no visualization condition
635(50%). In addition, across all conditions, students most frequently reported that successful
636strategies should be the responsibility of the group as a whole rather than individuals within the
637group alone (see Table 9).

638Discussion

639The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of team planning support in the form of
640awareness visualizations (quantified, nominal, and no visualization of individual planning
641perceptions summarized across group members) on the challenges students face during
642collaboration and the ways they report regulating in the face of those challenges. Two main
643questions are discussed with respect to findings in this study: (a) What challenges do students
644report during collaboration? (b) How do students strategically respond to those challenges?

t9:1 Table 9 Summary of chosen future strategy across each visualization condition

t9:2 Quantified Nominal None Overall

t9:3 Choosing planning 31 (62.00%) 36 (59.02%) 30 (50.00%) 97 (56.73%)
t9:4 I-approach 6 4 6 16
t9:5 CoRL-approach 2 4 3 9
t9:6 We-approach 23 27 19 69
t9:7 Choosing other than planning 19 (38.00%) 25 (40.98%) 30 (50.00%) 74 (43.27%)
t9:8 I-approach 1 3 0 4
t9:9 CoRL-approach 1 3 0 4
t9:10 We-approach 16 19 29 64
t9:11 Total 50 61 49 171
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645What challenges do students report during collaboration?

646The first research question examined the types of challenges students encountered during
647collaboration. As expected, students who received no planning support through visualizations
648reported planning as a more severe problem. Although the effect size was small, providing
649visual summaries of planning ideas across individuals in the group to stimulate group planning
650discussions resulted in reports of lower severity in planning challenges during collaborative
651work. Findings indicate planning support augmented with feedback about each other’s
652individual planning perceptions may be valuable in helping groups manage planning chal-
653lenges during collaboration.
654For students who received no visualization planning support, we detected high positive
655correlations between the severity of challenge reported in planning and all other challenges. In
656other words, higher severity of reported planning difficulties for students in the no visualiza-
657tion condition co-occurred with higher severity of checking progress, group work and doing
658the task difficulties, which concurrently disrupted collaboration. Research indicates planning is
659important for ameliorating other challenges in collaboration (Greene et al. 2012; Rogat and
660Linnenbrink-Garcia 2011). When planning doesn’t go well, other challenges are likely to
661emerge concurrently but the reason for that relation is unclear. For example, checking progress
662challenges may arise for at least three reasons: (a) standards or criteria do not exist (a planning
663problem), (b) monitoring is inaccurate, or (c) there is a failure to monitor at all (see Winne and
664Hadwin 1998). Therefore, the co-occurrence of planning and checking progress challenges for
665the no visualization condition warrants more in depth examination in future research.
666Not surprisingly, given the nature of this timed collaborative test, a large proportion of
667students identified time as the most salient challenge they encountered during teamwork.
668However, students in the no visualization condition identified both time and planning more
669frequently than challenges associated with doing the task or group work. In other words, upon
670reflection, students recognize the role planning challenges played in the group’s collaborative
671experience. This may suggest instruction and support that targets planning may be most salient
672when recent collaborative experiences together serve as a backdrop for planning for a
673subsequent collaborative task together.
674Finally, challenges arise in the contexts of tasks, teams, and task situations. We acknowl-
675edge other tasks and task contexts may introduce challenges that did not emerge in this study
676by design. For example, in collaborative tasks where group membership is not assigned or
677work time is not defined and constrained, a host of other challenges may arise. The collabo-
678rative task for this study intentionally introduced time pressure. By design, we limited the
679possibility for group member selection and schedule coordination challenges to occur.

680How do students strategically respond to those challenges?

681Our second broad aim was to examine strategies students adopted in response to a salient
682challenge during collaboration. From a self-regulatory perspective, encountering a challenge or
683a difficulty presents an opportunity to regulate by priming the need for a strategy (Butler and
684Winne 1995; Hadwin andWinne 2012). However, there is a paucity of research to date about the
685strategies students select to address challenges when they arise during collaboration (see
686Koivuniemi et al. 2017).
687When confronted with planning challenges, students in this study reported adopting either
688planning or teamwork strategies. Planning strategies were reported to be more effective than
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689teamwork strategies in the no visualization condition where information about each group
690members’ planning perceptions and beliefs was unavailable. Students in the no visualization
691condition also reported experiencing planning challenges more often than the other conditions,
692and struggled more than the quantified condition to find appropriate strategies for successfully
693addressing planning challenges. In contrast, students who received graphical summaries about
694group members’ individual planning thoughts (quantified and nominal conditions) reported
695both planning and teamwork as being equally effective for addressing planning challenges.
696One possible explanation is that visualizations stimulate active group planning prior to
697collaboration and making planning strategies less relevant and more focused when planning
698challenges resurface during collaboration. Overall, findings lend some support to (a) the
699importance of supporting strategic planning prior to collaboration and (b) the need for guiding
700students to use planning strategies when planning challenges occur during collaboration
701especially when group planning was under-emphasized or under-supported prior to collabo-
702ration. Sobocinski et al. (2017) found that during high challenge work sessions, teams switch
703between planning (forethought) and performance phases more often compared to low chal-
704lenge work sessions. Together these findings point to the importance of planning at critical
705moments before and during collaboration.
706Challenges associated with time were most frequently identified across all visualization
707conditions. However, regulatory responses and strategies for remediating time challenges
708varied by visualization condition. When confronted with time-based challenges, students
709reported trying strategies related to checking progress and doing the task with moderate to
710low success. In particular, students in the no visualization condition reported doing the task
711strategies were not particularly effective for addressing time-based challenges. This finding
712makes sense from a regulatory perspective because adopting strategies to change what you do
713during collaboration should only be successful when they are based on accurate and complete
714task perceptions and goals that are shared amongst group members (Hadwin et al. 2017).
715Similarly, the effectiveness of checking progress strategies is conceptualized as dependent on
716the task perceptions and goals negotiated by group members; goals comprise standards for
717calibrating “checking” actions (Hadwin et al. 2017). If group members check progress against
718different or irrelevant standards, strategies are unlikely to be successful.
719Students in the nominal visualization condition who received information about the
720heterogeneity but not frequency of individuals’ planning responses (a) reported experiencing
721team, time, and doing the task challenges in almost equal proportions, and (b) responded to
722those challenges with two dominant types of strategies. Planning strategies were reported to be
723more effective for team challenges than doing the task strategies, whereas checking progress
724was the most effective strategy for dealing with time-based challenges. This finding warrants
725further investigation. Students in this condition were presented with a visual summary of all
726the possible planning perceptions expressed by the group and challenged to converge on the 5
727most accurate ideas in generating their group plan. If this stimulated more active and dynamic
728planning discussions amongst group members, it may have reduced the frequency of planning
729challenges and created a strong planning foundation to return to when other challenges arose.
730Overall, being confronted with summaries of group members’ planning perceptions and
731goals (quantified or nominal visualization) appears to have (a) changed the pattern of chal-
732lenges students experienced during collaboration and (b) resulted in adopting effective plan-
733ning strategies during collaboration. Future research should more closely examine the timing
734and content of planning discussions arising before and during collaboration. Knowing more
735about how students discussed and negotiated planning perceptions during the group planning
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736session may provide more information about why the quantified planning visualization was
737most effective in ameliorating planning challenges.
738Overall, planning and checking strategies were deemed most effective during collaboration.
739Furthermore, students identified planning strategies as important for future collaboration.
740Given that past research indicates students fail to prioritize shared planning during teamwork
741(e.g., Hadwin et al. 2010; Luyten et al. 2001), we view this as a promising finding indicating
742that students recognize the importance of prioritizing planning for future collaborative work.
743Students also indicated planning and checking progress should be enacted by the group
744collectively rather than independently. Together these findings lend support for future inter-
745ventions introducing planning and checking strategies to groups in response to a range of
746challenges that arise during collaboration.

747Limitations and future directions

748We acknowledge this study draws from self-report data alone and offer this as both a strength
749and opportunity for future research. A strength of this approach is that it uncovers student
750perceptions of challenges and the ways they respond, either effectively or not, to those
751challenges as they arise in collaboration. We argue these perceptions play an important role
752in guiding regulatory decisions, self-evaluations of those decisions and future adaptation based
753on self-evaluations. Knowing something about students’ perceptions of challenging situations
754in collaboration is important in at least four ways. First, knowing what challenges students
755perceive has potential for helping focus multi-modal data analysis and interpretation on critical
756moments when regulatory action and negotiation is warranted rather than looking for evidence
757of regulation over entire collaborative episodes. Second, knowing how students believe they
758respond to difficulties creates opportunities to examine the alignment between perceptions of
759strategies for addressing collaborative challenges and observable actions, discourse and re-
760sponses within and across group members. Third, understanding perceptions of challenges has
761potential to guide interventions and tools to support regulation in the face of these difficulties.
762Finally, when conditions or situations that stimulate strategic responses (i.e., challenges) are
763matched with specific strategies used to address those challenges, researchers are better poised
764to identify the situations or conditions wherein which specific strategies are effective.
765Despite the value of obtaining self-reports about challenges and strategies, incorporating multi-
766modal observation data to this type of research has potential to add to our understanding of the
767ways strategies can be used to ameliorate challenges during collaboration. Augmenting self-report
768datawith this type of observation data also has great potential to reveal situationswhere perceptions
769are misaligned with observations of challenges and strategies during collaboration.
770A second caution is that participants in this study were enrolled in a self-regulated learning
771course where they learned about the importance of planning in successful regulation. Having
772knowledge and exposure to these concepts may have increased the value of visualizations for
773stimulating planning because students had knowledge of its importance in regulation. How-
774ever, despite all students knowing about the importance of planning, differences across
775visualization conditions were still observed. Future research should replicate this study with
776students collaborating on projects in other disciplinary areas such as business and engineering.
777This study was exploratory in nature. It is the first study to explore the ways group awareness
778tools can be used to leverage shared planning. Specifically, we explored the kinds of challenges
779students report during collaboration, the strategies used to address challenges when they arise,
780and the perceived success of those strategies. Collaborative support in this study was designed to
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781stimulate more proactive planning processes with the goal of preparing students to address
782challenges more successfully and minimize emergence of challenges where possible. However,
783it is also important to note that despite evidence of changing patterns and experiences of
784challenges across visualization conditions, there were no differences in the final collaborative
785task performance across visualization conditions. This may indicate that supporting planning
786alone is not sufficient to leverage task performance. Future research should examine the quality
787and accuracy of planning discussion to see if that differs across planning visualization conditions,
788or serves to mediate between planning condition and task performance.

789Conclusions

790Our findings lend support to theories of regulation and our claim that supporting planning for
791collaboration prompts students to navigate challenges by (a) adopting appropriate strategies for
792ameliorating challenges as they arise during collaboration, and (b) effectively enacting those
793strategies as a group. Awareness of members’ task perceptions and goals at the beginning of
794collaboration appears to be critical for groups to coordinate strategic actions, particularly
795during challenging events. Hence, implementing computer-supported tools to facilitate the
796development of group shared task perceptions in collaboration is warranted. Future research
797should explore other properties of group awareness tools, and examine their effectiveness for
798supporting (a) group regulatory processes from planning to monitoring and adapting, and (b)
799group performance and learning outcomes.
800Our findings make important contributions to theory, research, and practice in computer
801supported collaborative learning. Findings support the central importance of planning and of
802adopting planning strategies for ameliorating challenges during collaboration. In practice,
803findings point to the value of augmenting CSCL environments with tools that directly prompt
804and support planning processes as means for ameliorating challenges by reducing their
805severity, and prompting groups to more successfully respond to those challenges when they
806arise. In addition, this study introduces conditional decision pathways as an analytic tool for
807identifying successful strategic responses to challenges and comparing those patterns across
808different instructional support conditions. Future research should investigate the potential of
809these types of data visualizations for comparing high performing and low performing groups,
810as well as for detecting and alerting groups to regulatory patterns that have proven to be
811unsuccessful or successful for them in the past.
812This study adds to a body of emerging research indicating that active shared planning prior
813to and early in the collaborative process has a considerable influence on the way collaboration
814unfolds. Planning processes set the stage for more positive and supportive socioemotional
815interactions (Bakhtiar et al. 2017; Isohätälä et al. 2017; Näykki et al. 2017), minimize the
816intensity and frequency of challenges encountered during collaboration (Hadwin et al. 2015;
817Järvelä et al. 2010; Kirschner et al. 2015), prepare teams to respond more productively to
818challenges when they arise (Bakhtiar et al. 2017; Hadwin et al. 2015), and increase
819metacognitive activity (Bannert and Reimann 2012; Sobocinski et al. 2017).
820
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